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iiiWhen Students Fail to Learn

Foreword

S
chools are increasingly required to develop and implement response to intervention 

(RTI). Addressing this requirement thoughtfully necessitates a schoolwide response 

when a student fails to learn. To implement this well, a team of educators must learn 

new ways of working together to support the learning of each child who is struggling. 

Teachers must be comfortable sharing their students’ needs – and their own struggles to 

respond – with colleagues.

To implement a schoolwide response when a student fails to learn, teams of educators 

must be skilful in collaboration and collectively possess a depth and breadth of expertise 

in teaching. Educators must also have a specialised set of tools and competencies, which 

include protocols for problem solving and decision making, knowledge of a range of 

interventions to support learners who are struggling, and structures to help them use and 

refl ect on data from a variety of formal and informal assessments used to monitor student 

progress in academic and behavioural areas.

Th is book off ers resources to support educators as they continue their journey toward 

creating a schoolwide response when a student fails to learn. Th e protocols off ered in this 

book build trust as well as shared knowledge and skills for analysing and interpreting 

student assessment data needed to shift  thinking from “my students” to “our students” – 

where everyone in the school is invested in each student’s learning.
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   Introduction
 

A school that focuses exclusively on responding to students who are having 

diffi  culty without also developing the capacity of every administrator and 

teacher to become more eff ective will fail. Th e most important resource in every 

school will continue to be the professionals within it.

~ Richard DuFour et al., 2004

Changing the Culture of a School

Creating learning communities where all educators are focused on student results is about 

shift ing the culture from isolated teacher action to team and whole-school interventions. 

Th is shift  requires new ways of learning together: building common language and 

understanding of the essential components of formative assessment; sharing and analysing 

student results; collaboratively designing ways to improve practices to gain better results; 

and collectively monitoring interventions. Shift s in leadership are necessary to nurture and 

sustain the work. Th is requires shared leadership among teachers and administrators in 

which all are invested in facilitating school change. Protocols are essential to prompt and 

support new habits of working together.

Th e following describes some of the shift s that occur as a school becomes systemic in its 

approach to ensure that each student meets all learning expectations. Th ese shift s are 

adapted from the work of Richard DuFour et al., in Learning by Doing: A Handbook for 

Professional Learning Communities at Work™ (Melbourne, Victoria: Hawker Brownlow 

Education). Th ough they are numbered, development of the shift s is not linear.
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What Culture Shifts Are Needed?

Th ere are six main culture shift s involved in educational change.

(Th is list can be found in the appendix.)

Shift #1

From individual teachers

determining their responses

when students fail to learn …

…  to a schoolwide response that guarantees 

each student will receive timely support to 

become profi cient

Questions to consider about a school’s development toward this fi rst shift :

• Do teachers individually determine which students are not meeting standards in their 

classes … or does the entire school monitor learning results of all students?

• Do teachers individually decide what type of support, if any, is given when a student 

fails to learn … or does a team of educators, including the teacher, work together to 

determine the best response?

Shift #2

From teacher-determined assessments

used to identify which students meet

or fail to meet learning expectations …

…  to a combination of common schoolwide, 

year-level and subject-area assessments, 

along with teacher informal assessments, to 

determine which students need additional 

time and support to become profi cient© H
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Questions to consider about a school’s development toward this second shift :

• Does the school rely on assessments that individual teachers select or design themselves 

to determine which students are failing to achieve learning expectations … or are 

there agreed-upon common assessments that the school uses to corroborate classroom 

assessment evidence in determining each student’s level of profi ciency on essential 

learning goals?

• Do individual teachers have a widely varying understanding of and ability to apply the 

characteristics of quality classroom assessment to gather evidence of learning in their 

classrooms … or are there shared understandings and applications of the principles 

of quality classroom assessment so that classroom evidence adds vital information to 

schoolwide assessments?

• Are decisions about student learning needs and strengths based on a single form of 

assessment (oft en written responses) … or do they rely on a varied and “triangulated” 

collection of products, observations and conversations that more fully represent student 

learning?

Note: For more information regarding the indicators of sound assessment practice see 

Richard Stiggins et al., Classroom Assessment for Student Learning (Melbourne, Victoria: 

Hawker Brownlow Education, 2004, 2009).

Shift #3

From remediation aft er the learning …

…  to just-in-time interventions when a student 

begins to demonstrate challenges in learning

Questions to consider about a school’s development toward this third shift :

• Is assessment occurring aft er the learning … or is formative assessment used to guide 

timely discussions and adjust support in the midst of learning?

• Is there a one-size-fi ts-all remedial program for students who fail to learn … or are 

teachers working together proactively to craft  immediate and unique responses when 

students exhibit learning diffi  culties?
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• Are the adults in a classroom the only ones supporting the needs of students … or do 

teachers engage students in sharing the responsibility for the learning of those who are 

struggling?

Note: Protocol 3.1 (Self-Assessment of Culture Shift s) is designed for discussing the shift s 

off ered above. It can be found on page 29.

What Changes Occur as a School Develops Its 
Response When Students Fail to Learn?

Shift s in school culture require change. Ronald Heifetz and Marty Linsky in “When 

Leadership Spells Danger” (Educational Leadership, 61[7], April 2004) state that there are 

two types of change: technical and adaptive.

Technical changes are those that can be accomplished using existing logic, expertise or 

knowledge. Technical changes include such things as allocating time for collaborative work, 

purchasing supporting resource materials, reorganising individual classroom workspace, 

gaining online access to student assessment data and revising forms. By themselves, such 

changes can ease some barriers to learning; however, without adaptive change, they will not 

by themselves create the critical conditions for schoolwide action on behalf of students who 

fail to learn.

Adaptive change requires behavioural changes in individuals across the school community. 

Th ese include shift s in the way people work together, changes in assumptions and beliefs, 

or adoption of new schoolwide practices. Such changes seldom involve immediate, easy 

solutions. Yet technical or structural changes oft en grow out of the insights and needs 

generated as cultural or adaptive change occurs.

Th e adaptive challenge of creating a schoolwide response when students fail to learn is a 

complex problem resisting a technical solution. Th e complexity of this challenge is defi ned 

by the thoughtful collaborative responses necessary to address the unique, yet diverse, 

needs of individual students as well as the joint, whole-school action required to support 

groups of students with common struggles.
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Protocols also may push people into places they have avoided: real issues that, 

resolved, can make the diff erence between a school that succeeds and a school 

that fails the students it serves.

~ Lois Brown Easton, 2009

B
uilding a learning community where all members are focused on student learning 

results is about shift ing the culture from isolated teacher work to a whole-school 

response. Th is shift  requires new ways of working and learning together. Text-based 

discussions support the development of skills needed for collaborative learning as well as 

build shared understanding of the key points from texts discussed.

Learning how to learn together as a faculty is the fi rst step in building collaborative teams. 

However, building collaborative skills across the entire school takes time and eff ort. It 

also means a shift  in the way faculty meetings or professional development days may 

have been previously used. Faculty meetings are no longer simply a means of providing 

information and updates. Instead, meetings are opportunities for the entire faculty to 

engage in discussions of strategically selected text that will challenge thinking and feed into 

thoughtful action on behalf of student learning.

Th e following protocols are generic and may be used as is or adapted to use with any 

appropriate text that will stimulate focused conversation, challenge current practice and 

build a common understanding of what a school needs to do in order to respond when 

students fail to learn. It is important to note that the term text could mean a chapter, an 

article, a passage, a quote or a video clip that the group or team reads or views and processes 

together.

2SECTION
Protocols for 
Learning as a 
School 
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Note: Th ough this section is intended to support the development of a shift  in the way 

educators work together, the school must also support a shift  in the role of students in the 

assessment process. Students must become partners with the teacher by identifying and 

describing learning goals, using models and samples to understand the learning destination, 

developing criteria for self-assessment, giving and receiving feedback, monitoring progress 

and planning next steps in their learning.

Th e bottom line for leaders is that if they do not become conscious of the cultures 

in which they are embedded, those cultures will manage them.

~ Edgar Schein, 1992
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3.5 Assessment of Learning Community Roles

Purpose: Th is protocol is intended to help individuals refl ect on the roles necessary to 

support their capacity to undertake an adaptive change needed to respond when students 

fail to learn. It is also intended to help all involved recognise that they already have some of 

the essential characteristics needed to achieve signifi cant change in school-wide support for 

student learning.

Prior to the Mee ting: Copies are made of Jay McTighe’s “Making the Most of Professional 

Learning Communities” (Th e Learning Principal, 3[8], May 2008). See the 

appendix for a copy of this article.

(2 minutes)  Introduction: If this protocol is used with an entire faculty, then small 

groups of 7–8 people are formed. A facilitator is assigned to or selected 

from within each group. Th e facilitator reviews the purpose and steps 

of the protocol. Th e article may be given to people to read prior to the 

meeting, or time for reading may be designated during the meeting. 

As people read this article, they are instructed to consider the three 

recommended roles of members in a professional learning community: 

critical friend, analyst of student work and continuous learner. Participants 

are asked to silently refl ect on the essential characteristics of each role 

described by McTighe.

(8 minutes)  Discussion of Criteria: In round-robin style, beginning with the fi rst role, 

each member of the group has the opportunity to off er a key characteristic 

for that role. Ideas are charted with checks next to characteristics that are 

repeated. Th e process is repeated for the next role, continuing until key 

characteristics are charted for each of the three roles.

(20 minutes)  Success Stories: Groups are asked to refl ect silently on the characteristics 

of each role and prepare to share an example of one role being successfully 

carried out in the school. In round-robin style, each person shares a role-

related success story. Individuals are instructed to be specifi c regarding what 

the role looks like in the school and why they believe it is successful.

(4 minutes)  Consensus: Aft er all have shared a success story, the group decides which 

one of the success stories they would like to share with the larger group (if 

this is done with an entire faculty).
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